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ICONIC IS ALWAYS IN STYLE

In the 1970s, children were introduced to a new way to enjoy letters and 
numbers. Before we knew it, refrigerators around the world were decorated 
with the now iconic, brightly-colored alphanumeric magnets. We have put 
a new spin on these pop-culture fixtures by creating stylish font options 
in solid, sophisticated colors, and utilizing strong, rare-earth magnets. 
Designed especially for the style-conscious adult with a penchant for prose 
and an eye for the iconic, they are both versatile and effortlessly elegant. 





THE MAGNETIC TYPE SETS

We’ve brought back these delightful childhood icons and given them a serious 
style upgrade. Currently available in one font and three colors, The Magnetic 
Type Sets are classic, timeless, and fit a variety of spaces and home decor styles. 

Like the originals, they are made of injection-molded ABS plastic, but we’ve 
upgraded the magnets to the stronger, rare-earth variety. Each set includes 160 
1” tall uppercase letters, numbers, symbols, and punctuation. 

They are packaged in a sturdy, telescoping paper tube, which creates a unique shelf 
presence, an upscale design aesthetic, and a perfect long-term storage solution. 

Letters & Numbers: A - 7, B - 4, C - 4, D - 4, E - 9, F - 3, G - 3, H - 5, I - 7, J - 3, K - 3, 
L - 5, M - 5, N - 6, O - 7, P - 4, Q - 2, R - 7, S - 7, T - 7, U - 4, V - 3, W - 4, X - 2, Y - 4, 
Z - 2, 1 - 2, 2 - 2, 3 - 2, 4 - 2, 5 - 2, 6 - 2, 7 - 2, 8 - 2, 9 - 2, 0 - 2

Symbols & Punctuation: Comma - 5, Period - 3, Dollar - 1, Cent - 1, 
Ampersand - 1, Dash - 2, Arrow - 2, Exclamation Mark - 1, Question Mark - 1, 
Plus Sign - 1, Hashtag - 1

These sets contain small plastic parts and rare-earth magnets. They are 
not intended for children.

CLASSIC SERIF
PAPER WHITE • TTSC0001

CLASSIC SERIF
INKY BLACK • TTSC0002

CLASSIC SERIF
INCA GOLD • TTSC0003



MAGNETIC SLATES

No refrigerator? Don’t fret! We offer magnetic slates to help satisfy that word 
nerd itch anywhere you like. Use them to incorporate quotes, messages, lists, 
and sentiments, throughout the home or office.

Built to last, our sturdy solid oak frames measure 17x21 inches. Each slate is 
magnetically receptive on both sides, making letter storage simple. The easy-
to-clean, write-on surface allows the option to dress up these slates using 
chalk or dry-erase markers.

Hardware is included for options to hang vertically or horizontally. Please 
note, this is a handmade product using natural materials. Color and grain 
patterns may vary.

CHALKBOARD SLATE
INKY BLACK • TTSC0010

CHALKBOARD SLATE
KALE CRUSH • TTSC0011

WHITEBOARD SLATE
PAPER WHITE • TTSC0009



THE MAGNETIC TYPESETTING TOOLKIT

Typesetting is the conscious arrangement of physical letterforms into an 
elegant composition. We’ve created a toolkit to enable you to keep your 
copy neat and tidy and your overachiever in-check. After all, straight lines 
and perfect curves are a thing of beauty.  

Each kit contains one straight and one curved composing tool and is 
available in two colors to perfectly compliment our magnetic slates and 
letter sets. Store them neatly away behind your board after use.

TYPESETTING TOOLKIT
PAPER WHITE • TTSC0008

TYPESETTING TOOLKIT
INKY BLACK • TTSC0007



A FAMILY ENDEAVOR

The story of The Type Set Co. doesn’t start with us. To find our beginning, 
you have to go back three generations to some of our great-grandparents 
who planted the entrepreneurial seeds that grew into a family of small 
business owners in industries that span a spectrum from machining and 
construction to photography and branding. The core minds behind The 
Type Set Co. have over a decade of experience as entrepreneurs, but this 
endeavor is particularly special as this is the first time we have put a 
physical product into the world. 

Heading up this particular project are Ashley, our idea generator, who first 
envisioned The Type Set Co. in the shower (where all great ideas happen), 
and Paul, her husband and an engineering superhero, who took an idea and 
helped make it into reality. Then, there is our budding, next generation of 
small business mastermind, Opie, who is always surprising us with his 
observations about how something might work better.



WHOLESALE DETAILS

To apply for a wholesale account, please contact us at:  
wholesale@thetypesetco.com or by visiting thetypesetco.com/wholesale.

The Type Set Co. makes a significant effort to sell only to a limited number of 
stores within a specific area. Stores with multiple locations need approval for 
each location. While we love working with online retailers, we evaluate each 
one to make sure they are a good fit. We prohibit retailers from reselling our 
products on third-party sites such as Etsy, Amazon, and eBay. Selling to/on 
third-party sites will result in cancellation of the account.

ORDERS & SHIPPING

Orders can be placed by emailing wholesale@thetypesetco.com. Opening order 
minimum for new accounts is $300 USD. Reorder minimum is $150 USD. 

MOQ for The Magnetic Type Set is six (6) units. MOQ  for The Magnetic 
Slates is four (4) units. MOQ  for The Typesetting Toolkits is six (6) units. 
Mixing and Matching between styles and colors is acceptable. Prices are 
subject to change without notice. 

All measurements are approximate. Many of our products are made by hand 
or utilize natural materials and may contain slight variations – these are 
not considered defects.

Lead times are estimated, but orders generally ship within 2-3 business 
days.  Please allow extra time immediately following a tradeshow. Back-
ordered or new stock items take approximately 45-60 days to restock. 

Buyer is responsible for all shipping and duty costs unless stated otherwise.  
Shipping costs are charged at the time of shipping and are based on actual 
shipping costs. Claims for damaged merchandise must be made within 10 
business days.

Payment details are due at the time order is placed. Payment is charged 
prior to shipping. We accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover, 
& Checks. Shipping charges will be added to final invoice.
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